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Overview of the NJOY Code Overview of the NJOY Code 

The NJOY code is a nuclear data processing system which
produces pointwise and group wise cross sections from the
Evaluated Nuclear Data File (ENDF).

The code converts the evaluated nuclear data into libraries useful
for application calculations in nuclear engineering problems.

The data is converted from the ENDF format to the Pointwise
Evaluated Nuclear Data File (PENDF) format and Groupwise
Evaluated Nuclear Data File (GENDF) format.
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Overview of the NJOY Code Overview of the NJOY Code 

The ENDF data is freely obtainable from various source such as
national laboratories and data banks. In this work, the ENDF data
was downloaded from the Los Alamos National Laboratory
website.

The NJOY code consists of a number of modules. Each module
operates as a separate computer program, processing a well-
defined task.

This feature makes it possible to choose only the modules that are
relevant to a specific problem. The modules are linked by input and
output files.
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NJOY methodology for multi-group xs
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RECONRRECONR

The RECONR module reconstructs resonance cross sections from
ENDF resonance parameters.

It also reconstructs the cross sections from nonlinear interpolation
schemes.

It reads the ENDF-format tape and produces a common energy grid
for all neutron reactions such that all cross sections can be
obtained (within a specified tolerance) by interpolation.

The output is written onto a PENDF tape.
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RECONRRECONR
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RECONRRECONR
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BROADRBROADR

The BROADR module reads the PENDF tape from RECONR, and
Doppler-broadens the thin pointwise resonance cross sections.

This module uses the kernel broadening method, also known as
the SIGMA1 method, but modified for better behavior at high
temperatures and low energies.

The output is written onto a new PENDF tape.
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BROADRBROADR
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UNRESRUNRESR

The UNRESR module computes the effective self-shielded
pointwise cross sections for resonance reactions in the
unresolved resonance region.

The unresolved range begins at the energy where it is difficult to
measure individual resonances. It extends to the energy where the
effects of fluctuations in the resonance cross sections become
unimportant.

The UNRESR module averages the values of resonance widths and
spacings together with distribution functions for the widths and
spacings.

This representation is converted into effective cross sections. The
module uses the ENDF tape and the PENDF tape from BROADR as
input. The computed effective cross sections are written onto a
new PENDF tape.
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UNRESRUNRESR
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HEATRHEATR

The HEATR module generates pointwise heat production cross
sections for specified reactions.

Neutron heating arises from the kinetic energy of the charged
products of a neutron-induced reaction. It is proportional to the
local neutron flux.

The module uses the ENDF tape and the PENDF tape from
UNRESR as input. The output is written onto a new PENDF tape.
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HEATR HEATR 
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THERMRTHERMR

The THERMR module generates pointwise neutron scattering
cross sections in the thermal energy range.

It produces inelastic cross sections and energy-to-energy matrices
for free atoms or bound scatterers.

THERMR module uses the ENDF tape and the PENDF tape from
UNRESR as input. The output is written onto a new PENDF tape.
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THERMR THERMR 
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GROUPRGROUPR

The GROUPR module generates self-shielded multi-group cross
sections and group-to-group neutron scattering matrices.

This module uses the ENDF tape and the PENDF tape from
THERMR as input. The output is written onto a GENDF tape.
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GROUPR GROUPR 
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MODERMODER

The MODER module converts the data from formatted mode (e.g.
ASCII) to blocked-binary mode, and vice versa (from blocked-
binary to formatted mode).

A formatted file has a positive unit number, while a binary file has a
negative unit number.

MODER was used in this study, however it is not a requirement.
Users may prefer to work with binary data since the execution time
is faster and the size of files are relatively smaller.
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MODER MODER 



Fuel SpecificationsFuel Specifications

Item Units Value

UO2 fuel density g/cm3 10.4

Uranium enrichment (by mass
235U/(235U+238U)

% 8.2

Fuel natural boron impurity by mass ppm 1

Outer coated particle radius mm 0.455

Fuel kernel radius mm 0.25

Coated material - C/C/SiC/C

Coated thickness mm 0.09/0.04/0.035/0.04

Coated densities g/cm3 1.05/1.9/3.18/1.9

Table 1: Coated particle specification



Fuel specificationsFuel specifications

Material Nuclide Atoms per barn  cm

UO2 fuel U-238 2.12877e-02

U-235 1.92585e-03

O 4.64272e-02

B-10 1.14694e-07

B-11 4.64570e-07

Inner low density carbon kernel coating C (natural) 5.26449e-02

Pyro carbon kernel coating (inner and outer) C (natural) 9.52621e-02

Silicon carbide kernel coating C (natural) 4.77240e-02

S (natural) 4.77240e-02

Pebble/Compact carbon matrix C (natural) 8.77414e-02

B-10 9.64977e-09

B-11 3.90864e-08

Pebble outer coating/Prismatic block (note:

fuel grain has the same packing)

C (natural) 8.77414e-02

B-10 9.64977e-09

B-11 3.90864e-08

Helium Coolant He-3 3.71220e-11

He-4 2.65156e-05

Table 2: Material specification



Item Units Value

Unit cell grain square array pitch (cubical

outer boundary)

cm 0.16341

Unit cell grain outer radius (spherical outer

boundary

cm 0.10137

Grain outer radius cm 0.0455

Packing fraction of coated particles % 9.043

Graphite matrix density g/cm3 1.75

Graphite matrix natural boron impurity by

mass

ppm 0.5

UO2 fuel mass g 6.806e-04

Table 3: Fuel Grain Lattice Data

Fuel SpecificationsFuel Specifications



Item Units Value

Unit cell pebble square array pitch (cubical

outer boundary)

cm 6.0

Unit cell coolant outer radius (spherical outer

boundary

cm 3.53735

Pebble radius cm 3.0

Radius of fuel zone cm 2.5

Pebble outer coating thickness cm 0.5

Pebble outer carbon natural boron impurity

by mass

ppm 0.5

Number of coated particles - 15,000

Packing fraction of coated particles % 9.043

Graphite matrix density g/cm3 1.75

Graphite matrix natural boron impurity by

mass

ppm 0.5

Pebble outer carbon coating density g/cm3 1.75

UO2 fuel mass per pebble g 10.210

Table 4: Pebble Bed Fuel Lattice Data

Fuel SpecificationsFuel Specifications



Item Units Value

Triangular pitch (coolant channel-rod

channel and rod channel-rod channel

cm 1.880

Fuel channel diameter cm 1.270

Coolant channel diameter cm 1.588

Fuel compact (centered in fuel channel)

diameter

cm 1.245

Compact height cm 4.93 

Number of coated particles per compact - 3,000

Packing fraction of coated particles % 19.723

Graphite matrix density g/cm3 1.75

Graphite matrix natural boron impurity by

mass

ppm 0.5

UO2 fuel mass per pebble g 2.042

Table 5: Prismatic fuel lattice data

Fuel SpecificationsFuel Specifications



ModelsModels

Figure 1 Pebble 3D



Figure 2: Pebble 1D

ModelsModels



Figure 3: Fuel grain

ModelsModels



Figure 4: Prismatic assembly

ModelsModels
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Monte Carlo ResultsMonte Carlo Results

Monte Carlo continuous energy results

Model No of histories cycles keff std dev

CP/Grain 5000 500 1.63054 0.00032

Pebble1D 5000 500 1.53969 0.00026

Pebble3D 5000 500 1.53933 0.00025

Prismatic assembly 5000 500 1.66750 0.00031
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Execution commandExecution command

Write in the DOS prompt command:

njoy < input_file_name



Cross-Section Generation

• The cross sections are generated using a system 
of three codes:
• NJOY
• MICROR
• MICROX-2

• The ENDF/B-VII (Evaluated Nuclear Data Files) 
are used



ENDF/B-VII
NJOY

MICROR

MICROX

PENDF

GENDF

GARTAPE
FDTAPE

GGTAPE GROUP CROSS 
SECTIONS

Cross-Section Generation
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MICROXMICROX

To run MICROX type the following at the DOS 
prompt:

microx_<_ninp

(_ indicates the space)


